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Summary
A complete, high-quality reference sequence of a dog
genome was recently produced by a team of researchers
led by the Broad Institute, achieving another major
milestone in deciphering the genomic landscape of
mammalian organisms. The genome sequence provides
an indispensable resource for comparative analysis and
novel insights into dog and human evolution and history.
Together with the survey sequence of a poodle previously
published in 2003, the two dog genome sequences allowed identification of more than 2.5 million single nucleotide polymorphisms within and between dog breeds,
which can be used in evolutionary analysis, behavioral
studies and disease gene mapping.(1)
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‘‘The dog represents all that is best in man’’
—Etienne Charlet
Introduction
The continuing reductions in cost and complexity of sequencing due to improvements in biotechnology and computational
methods allow rapid and high-quality production of large
eukaryotic genomes. A mammalian genome can be completely sequenced for $40–50 million in about a year.(2) Highcoverage sequencing of the canine genome was proposed in
2003 and the completed sequence became publicly available
in July 2004 (Genbank (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/) and
UCSC genome browser (http://genome.ucsc.edu/)). An
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official report on the sequencing and analysis of this draft
canine sequence was published December of last year in
Nature.(1) The domestic dog (Canis familiaris) is the fifth
completely sequenced mammal following the human,(3,4)
mouse,(5) chimpanzee(6) and rat.(7)
A female boxer was chosen to be sequenced because of its
apparent high homozygosity, and the sequencing was done
using a whole genome shotgun approach (WGS), which was first
deployed at such a large scale in the human genome sequencing
by Celera.(3) WGS involves redundant sequencing of random
fragments of the whole genome and assembly of the sequenced
fragments, in contrast to hierarchical genome sequencing, which
involves hierarchical fragmentation and assembly. The dog
genome was sequenced to 7.5  redundancy, which covered
about 99% of the genome excluding highly repetitive heterochromatin regions.
The assembled sequence is of very high quality. The error
rate is less than 104 and half of the bases belong to continuous
scaffolds (supercontigs) larger than 45 Mb (N50 ¼ 45 Mb).
This is an enormous improvement compared to human
(N50 ¼ 8.4 Mb)(4) and mouse (N50 ¼ 16.9 Mb).(5) Such a
high-quality draft dog genome sequence can be used confidently in a variety of studies including identification of
mammalian genomic features and their conservation, wholegenome association mapping of canine genetic diseases,
history of dogs and comparative analysis of the human genome.
The dog sequence helps us learn
more about us the human
Mouse has served as an excellent model organism for
studying genetics and molecular biology of mammals and its
genome sequence has facilitated understanding the human
genome.(5,8–10) The dog provides additional information as a
distinct group of mammal. As an outgroup to both human and
mouse (Fig. 1), dogs can serve as a reference for comparison
between human and mouse.(1,11) Dogs belong to a mammalian clade Laurasiatheria, whereas both human and mouse are
Euarchontoglires. Laurasiatheria diverged from Euarchontoglires about 89–98 million years ago (MYA),(12) whereas the
last shared common ancestor of human and mouse is dated
roughly 75 MYA.(5) Since mouse has evolved relatively rapidly
from the common ancestor, dogs share more similarity with
human than mouse.
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Figure 1. Phylogeny of dog,human and mouse. The length of
each branch represents evolutionary rate. Human and mouse
have a more recent common ancestor than dog, but the rodent
lineage evolves more rapidly. Adapted by permission from
Macmillan Publishers Ltd: Nature (1), copyright (2005).

A previous study had suggested that 24 brain development
genes seem to have undergone accelerated evolution in
humans compared to rodents.(13) A similar analysis with the
dog genome sequence suggested that the evolution of at least
18 brain genes were accelerated in the dog lineage as well,
compared to rodents. This may be due to a decelerated
evolution of brain genes in rodents and suggests mouse only
may provide a biased reference to human evolution.(1)
Compared to both dog and mouse, changes in genes involved
in reproductive competition (testis-specific genes and mitochondrial ETC subunits that provide the source of energy in
sperm motility) seem to have been particularly accelerated in
the lineage leading to humans, indicating that the major
evolutionary drive for primates is sexual selection rather than
intellectual improvement.
Alternatively, dogs and humans may have co-evolved, with
similar genes changing together. Brain genes may have been
co-accelerated in both human and dog compared to mouse.
Many dog experts agree that dogs must have undergone
selection to be compatible with humans.(14) Hare et al.
observed that dogs, even those with minimal interaction with
humans, could follow human clues such as finger pointing,
whereas wolves and chimps could not.(15) Kukekova et al.
compared tamed and aggressive silver foxes and identified
serotonin receptor genes as part of their genetic differences.(16) The tamed foxes were also morphologically similar
to dogs. Apparently, humans have affected dog evolution
through both artificial selection and environmental sharing. In
this sense, one must be careful in interpreting any dog–human
similarity compared to other animals.
History of dogs and implication in phylogenetics
Dogs belong to a 50-million-year-old family Canidae, which
also includes wolves, foxes, coyotes and jackals. It has been
widely suggested that dogs have been domesticated from
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other canids, most likely the grey wolf.(17,18) A study suggests
that this domestication occurred in East Asia as a common
practice.(19) Participating closely in human activities, dogs
have undergone population bottlenecks (shrinkage in population size) during the World Wars, and substantial artificial
selection by human breeding programs. An analysis of the
remains of an ancient dog suggests that humans brought dogs
with them when they moved to America for the first time
20,000–25,000 years ago. These ancient dogs seem to have
been mostly replaced by European dogs during or after
the colonization in the 16th century.(20) Thus, examining dog’s
history is interesting in this sense—in that it is very closely
related to our own history.
In contrast to the relatively early divergence from other
carnivores, the canid family shows great familial kinship, with
an estimated time of common ancestry of the extant species
within the last 10 million years.(21) Evolutionary analyses
based on molecular data among closely-related species or
populations is often difficult, primarily because their DNA
sequences are too similar. Mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA)
sequences such as cytochrome b genes and ‘control regions’
are often used, since they evolve rapidly enough to retrieve
information about the evolutionary or geneological history.(22)
The previously studied history of dogs has also been almost
exclusively based on mtDNAs.(17,19,20,23) However, mtDNA is
of maternal inheritance and does not contain information
about male-mediated evolutionary events. Nuclear DNAs
contain both maternal and paternal information, but approaches using them have been limited.
A whole genome sequence enables a screen of rapidly
evolving nuclear DNA regions. Lindblad-Toh et al.(1) identified
twelve fast-evolving exons, based on Ka/Ks, a measure of
acceleration in amino acid sequence change compared to
silent nucleotide substitutions, and four fast-evolving introns
with particularly high SNP rates (5-fold) compared to
background. The resulting phylogenetic tree was similar to
those obtained in previous studies.(18,23) Dogs were grouped
with grey wolves and then with coyotes. Golden jackals were
the next most closely related canid, instead of simien jackals
(Ethiopian wolf) as indicated by the mitochondrial data. Such a
discrepancy may be explained by a paternal gene flow. African
canids were the basal members of the wolf-like group (grey
wolf, dog, coyote and some jackals) as in the previous
analysis, suggesting an African origin of this clade. Considering possible hybridizations among canids,(18) a non-treebased approach may also be interesting, such as a clustering
method, which proved to work nicely in revealing dog breed
history that cannot be explained well with a tree model.(24)
On a smaller scale, genealogical histories such as
population bottlenecks can be analyzed using polymorphic
loci and their non-random association in the population, called
linkage disequilibrium (LD). Alleles of nearby loci tend to be
inherited together and this tendency decreases with distance
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between the loci. LD is the tendency of co-inheritance captured
at the population level. LD patterns are affected by population
size, selection and recombination rate and thus can be used to
infer these variables. Lindblad-Toh et al.(1) discovered more
than 2.5 million loci of single-base differences (SNPs) in the
dog genome and used them to analyse the dog’s LD and
population history. Their results, which are based on both a
stochastic (coalescent)(25) and a deterministic model, suggest
that a two-bottleneck model shows a good fit to many dog
breeds. The first ancient bottleneck occurred around 27,000
years ago, probably due to the domestication events, and the
second was around the time when the practice of breeding
began (Fig. 2). Some breed-specific bottleneck patterns were
detected that were broadly consistent with each breed history.
For example, a Japanese breed Akita shows an additional
bottleneck about 20 generations ago (near 1940–1950),
probably due to the World War II and introduction to the United
States. The severity of bottleneck also varies among breeds.
For example, Labrador retrievers, a North American breed with
relatively continuous popularity showed less severe bottlenecks in the analysis.
Dog genetics
Knowledge of dog diseases and genes responsible for disease
susceptibility can be greatly enhanced by the dense map of
SNPs and the entire genome space that provide the potential
for discovery of other genetic markers. Dogs are an excellent

Figure 2. Two population bottlenecks of dog. A two-bottleneck model fits many dog breeds. The first ancient bottleneck
occurred around the time of domestication from wolves, and the
second one occurred when the practice of breeding began.
Adapted by permission from Macmillan Publishers Ltd: Nature
(1), copyright (2005).

system for studying genetics. The unique breeding history of
dogs greatly improves the statistical power of disease locus
mapping.(26) Being highly inbred and homozygous, dogs
have long-range linkage disequilibrium (LD) within each breed
(50-fold larger than human).(1,27) This means that the
dependency among SNPs spans wider distances, and therefore fewer representative SNPs are needed to cover the whole
genome. Lindblad-Toh et al(1) estimates that about 10,000
evenly spaced SNPs will be required, compared to more than
300,000 SNPs in human. Using about 15,000 SNPs, the
probability of detecting a simple Mendelian dominant trait
locus is over 99%. Complex traits (e.g. quantitative traits or
multi-gene traits) can also be effectively studied in dogs. In an
analysis using a Portuguese water dog, two loci that determine
skeletal shape were identified using a simple principal
component analysis.(28)
Dog genetics help understand human genetic diseases as
well as canine diseases. Many genetic diseases are shared
between dogs and humans. The top canine diseases include
cancer, heart disease and autoimmune diseases, as in human.
Cloning and mapping narcolepsy,(29) hereditary kidney cancer(30) and blindness(31) genes in dog have accelerated the
identification of similar genetic predispositions in human.
Two dog genome papers
Prior to the release of the complete sequence, there was
another independent dog genome sequencing project, which
provided 77% (1.5  coverage) of a male poodle genome
sequence.(11) In addition to the obvious benefits of obtaining a
full sequence, the comparison between the low-coverage
survey and the high-coverage complete sequences allows
complete analysis of the cost–utility trade-offs in producing a
complete sequence. The majority of global genome-scale
statistics had been estimated based on this survey sequence,
and the complete genome sequence confirmed these estimates. For example, the canine genome spans about 2.4Gb,
which is smaller than both human (2.9Gb) and mouse (2.5Gb)
genomes. This is in part due to fewer repeat sequences in the
dog genome compared to human and mouse (dog 34%,
human 46% and mouse 40%). The survey sequence paper
reconstructed a phylogeny of human, mouse and dog,
assuming neutral evolution of repeat sequences and a similar
tree was obtained based on the draft genome sequence. The
nucleotide divergence rate in the dog was higher than human,
but lower than mouse, partly due to generation times and
metabolic rates. Conserved synteny blocks between dog,
human and mouse had also been identified using the survey
sequence, and the full genome sequence led to a higher
resolution synteny map. Nearly 1 million poodle SNP sites
were predicted based on the survey sequence, whereas the
draft sequence provided a richer repository of SNPs, including
within-breed, between-breed and between-canid differences,
with the help of low coverage sequencing of other individuals. A
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retrotransposon family SINEC_Cf was found to be particularly
prevalent in the dog genome. The identification of genomic
coordinates of these transposons in the draft sequence
allowed a more intensive analysis. Wang & Kirkness(32)
exploited this topic further and revealed that about half of the
annotated canine genes contain SINEC_Cfs and may
occasionally incorporate them as an alternative exon.
The survey paper reported more than 2000 human proteincoding genes whose homologs were missing in the dog
genome. A complete genome sequence provided a better
picture of these genes. Lindblad-Toh et al.(1) reported 19,300
predicted dog genes where more than 2000 genes were
missing compared to 22,000 human genes catalogued in
ENSEMBL build.26 (http://nov2004.archive.ensembl.org/
Homo_sapiens/), indicating that this difference was not due
to incomplete coverage of the survey sequence, but rather gene
loss in the canine lineage or erroneous human gene prediction.
A low-cost, low-coverage survey sequence provided an
accurate scaffold from which to draw broad comparative
conclusions. The limitations of this survey were overcome by
sequencing the entire genome. Most eukaryotic genes are
large and few genes can be expected to have a complete
genomic sequence in a low-coverage approach. Gene-based
analyses can benefit greatly from the complete genome
sequence. Genetic and evolutionary studies can also
be assisted by large-scale SNP and LD maps. In comparative
studies of regulatory regions on the genome, a large number of
low-redundancy sequences can provide better statistical
power in identifying conserved regulatory elements,(33)
whereas in-depth studies on long-range functional regions or
cooperation among regulatory elements requires a highcontinuity genome sequence. The draft dog genome sequence has already been used in several studies on regulatory
regions.(34–36) The increasing evidence about the important
role of micro-regulation, alternative splicing, RNAi and other
subtle mechanisms that control living cells and influence
phenotype continues to support the current need for highcoverage sequencing of selected model organisms.
Conclusion
The dog has accompanied humans for at least 10,000–15,000
years.(14,20) It is the first domesticated animal in human
history(19) and currently about 36% of households in the US
have at least one dog.(26) Being such a close symbiont, dogs
have served humans in countless ways, as companions,
guards, assistants and entertainers. They have been shown to
reduce stress and improve health in the elderly, the sick and the
young. The release of the dog sequence allows us to rely on
our best friends in new and currently unforeseen ways. Their
genomic sequences provide some of the best targets for
studying the genetics of behavioral and physical traits. They
will hopefully lead to even a greater respect and affection than
we already interject into our relationship with dogs. We also
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believe that the availability of a complete dog genome
sequence will enable more preselection and care in the design
of highly focused studies of dogs as models of human disease
and genetic variation.
The complete genome sequencing has been funded by the
National Institute of Health, National Human Genome Research Institute and other agencies, which all deserve endless
credit for supporting this influential project.
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